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Introduction
Computer Science is, at its core, solving problems. As educators in Computer Science,
the general goal is to provide a systematic approach to the students for solving problems. Often,
the focus of solving the problem, especially in the initial stages of Computer Science, is on
programming in a particular language. The emphasis is placed in many CS 1 and CS 2 courses
on how to structure the code and how to write certain syntax patterns. This emphasis largely
misses a large portion of the problem solving process. As defined by George Polya in How to
Solve It [G. Polya 1957], there are four steps used to solve problems: 1) Understand the Problem,
2) Devise a Plan, 3) Carry out the Plan, and 4) Look Back. In many freshman Computer Science
courses, the step to “Carry Out the Plan” typically involves writing the code/program for an
assignment, and the grade for the assignment is based on this step, which removes focus from the
other three steps in the problem-solving process. However, one recent study used Polya’s
problem-solving steps to teach software development and found that students exposed to these
steps were more capable to solve problems and did so in a shorter amount of time [Allison and
Joo 2014]. The research in this paper presents a strategy and rubric for incorporating and
assessing the non-implementation steps of the problem solving process in CS 1 and CS 2, the
evolution of that strategy, and the analysis on how students design as a result of the enforcement
of this systematic approach including correlations to grades, inclusion rates of design categories,
analysis by demographic information, and student’s attitudes toward design.
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Background
Class Structure
Oregon State University (OSU) operates on a quarter system, where each quarter is 10
weeks with an additional week for final exams. There are three main 100 level Computer Science
courses that most Computer Science (CS) majors take: CS 160, CS 161, and CS 162. CS 160 is
the equivalent of a CS 0 course. It is an orientation designed to allow students to explore the field
of Computer Science. Until very recently, the class included programming and an introduction to
Computer Science concepts and problem solving. CS 160 is not a prerequisite for the next course
in the series, causing some overlap in concepts for some students.
CS 161 is the equivalent of a CS 1 course and is a requirement for both CS majors and
Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) majors. Students program in C++ and learn
variables, conditionals and looping, functions, control flow, one and two dimensional arrays, and
basic memory management. Students learn problem solving skills as it relates to larger programs
executed in their assignments. The class includes six assignments, the first two focusing on rote
practice and the last four being larger programs. Examples of programs completed in this class
include Yahtzee, Battleship, and Connect Four (see Appendix A).
CS 162 follows CS 161 and focuses on Object Oriented Programming (OOP) in C++.
This course is sometimes considered equivalent to a CS 2 course, though it does not focus
heavily on data structures, and is required for CS and ECE majors. Students continue to learn
problem solving skills as they relate to large OOP assignments and more advanced memory
management. Topics covered include structs, classes, inheritance and polymorphism. Basic data
structures, such as linked lists, are introduced at the end of the term using the C language. This
class has five assignments, the first four being large OOP assignments in C++ and the last being
a linked list assignment in C.
None of the 100-level CS courses are restricted by major. Some major students do not
take these courses because they are admitted to the university with transfer credit or they opt to
take the online accelerated version of the courses. The grades from the 100-level courses count
towards pro-school admission, causing some students to retake them for better grades, even
when they have passed the class.
The courses are administered by an instructor with multiple undergraduate teaching
assistants (TAs). TAs are sophomore, junior, and senior students, who have often taken the
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introduction to computer science courses at OSU with high marks. They have expressed a desire
to help students and share their knowledge, and since the TAs are only a year or two further in
their studies than the students who are actively taking the courses allows the TAs to be perceived
as near peers. TAs proctor labs, hold office hours, and hold demo hours (one-on-one grading
sessions with students, not lasting more than 10 minutes) for assignment grading.
Design and Assignments
In the 100-level Computer Science courses, problem solving is taught based on George
Polya’s steps for solving problems. Students are provided with a problem statement in the
assignment document (see Appendix A), and they are then asked to design a solution based on
the Polya steps and implement the solution. Design, as a verb, for the purposes of these courses
and this study, is the action of recording thoughts, strategies and solutions toward solving the
problem. The design document is a submitted PDF including three of Polya’s steps:
Understanding the Problem, Devising a Plan, and Reflecting Back (referred to as Testing). In the
design documents, students are required to include all three steps. A PDF explaining the Polya
steps to include in the design documents is provided (see Appendix B). Students are permitted to
express their design in any manner they see fit, so long as they are not submitting code for their
design document. This means students can choose to write in prose, pseudocode, flowcharts,
tables, or however they think best to express their design in such a way that someone could
implement a solution based on it. Formal notations, such as UML, were not taught nor required.
Prior to Spring 2016, students were required to submit their design document with their
programmed assignment, and this work would then be demonstrated to a TA for grading. The
majority of the grading focused on the program itself with few points being given to the design
document. Many students did not submit a design document or submitted a document which
merely met requirements. Students would often admit to TAs that they produced the design
document after they had already programmed the assignment. The instructor and TAs
hypothesized that this lack of participation in design was due to a lack of structural emphasis in
the course, where students were often reminded to design but never thoroughly taught or
provided substantial feedback.
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Motivation
In the 2014-15 academic school year, the introductory computer science program began
to see an increase in enrollment. The growing class size put a strain on the instructor, the TAs
and the students to ensure that all the material was covered in sufficient depth. Following the
example of the Physics and the Math departments, the instructor decided to offer optional
recitations lead by TAs. The optional recitations had a very high attendance rate, so in Spring
2016, a one hour a week recitation led by TAs and capped at 15 students became required in CS
161 and CS 162.
Recitations focused on design concepts and practice, as well as more depth on computer
science concepts covered in lecture. When the recitations were optional, students could either
attend recitation where the TA worked through a worksheet with the group of students or they
could complete it on their own to receive credit. The worksheet could involve designing a part of
the current assignment, going over vocabulary or tracing code. When recitations became
mandatory, the worksheet was maintained, and an exit quiz was added to provide a check point
for the material of the previous week.
To enforce design prior to coding and provide more feedback for design, students were
required to submit their assignment design document to their recitation section on Canvas (an
online class management and grading tool) one week prior to the coding portion of the
assignment being due. The student’s TA would then grade and comment on the design document
to encourage the student to improve it. Peer review was also implemented to allow students to
view and constructively comment on other design documents. Having a more structured way of
examining and enforcing student design in the course led to this research study on first year
computer science design documents.
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Related Work
Related work in computer science is limited in this area and tends to revolve around a
2004 multi-institutional study, where students were asked to design a super alarm clock [Chen et
al. 2005, Eckerdale et al. 2006, Fincher et al. 2004, Thomas et al. 2014]. The study was
conducted at 21 institutions, across four countries with 314 participants. Half the participating
students are early in their computer science program, and the other half are preparing to
graduate. The designs were collected in a controlled and timed setting. These studies found that
design is a skill that is acquired and improved over time. Later work reexamined this study with
rubrics established to compare against professional design, attempting to examine quality with
the professional’s design being of the highest quality [Thomas et al. 2014]. Though these studies
have a wider breadth in regards to the institutions and backgrounds of students, the study itself is
very controlled and may not represent what students do in the wild. The study presented in this
paper collects designs from hundreds of students taking the course, which means the design may
be worked on over multiple days and may have many outside influences. The present study more
closely resembles the real world, bringing with it the challenges of analyzing data with fewer
controls.
The common thread of the multi-institutional studies is they assume the design of a
solution is constrained to UML diagrams or formalized notation. Informal notation, wherein
students and professionals express their thinking in a variety of ways can still address the key
points of design and yield viable software solutions. Also, comparing design document to design
document does not address the purpose of design: does the better design truly yield the better
solution?
Lishinki et al. 2016 found that there is a significant connection to general problem
solving ability and the grade earned on a programming assignment [Lishinki et al. 2016]. They
used the PISA framework, which is similar (if not almost identical) to Polya’s steps to determine
general problem-solving ability and problem solving activity was independent from the graded
programming task. In our research study, the problem the programming task is the same as the
problem for the design document. Their study is also much smaller with only 41 participants.
There is work published in the programming language community which focuses on
design recipes. These design recipes come from How to Design Programs and is referred to as
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Program by Design [Felleisen et al. 2001]. Recent research used the Program by Design method
in an introductory class and focused heavily on the link between design and code with the belief
that there are patterns students should employ each time they design a function [Sperber and
Crestani 2012, Ramsey 2014]. The work examined in this thesis does not follow a step by step
design process nor does it examine the links to code in as much depth as work found in relation
to Program by Design. In the presented study, the students are encouraged to engage in whatever
form of representation best helps them learn, whether that is pictures, text or some combination.
The idea behind this freedom of choice is to allow students to focus on examining different ways
of solving the problem, instead of bogging them down with learning formal notation for design
so early in the process.
There is also work on test-driven design as an alternative to recipes and other systematic
approaches [Janzen and Saiedian 2008, Proulx 2009]. This research found that students who
engage in test driven design see more benefits when programming, but many students are
reluctant to adopt test driven design, instead preferring the test-last approach [Janzen and
Saiedian 2008]. In the presented study, a testing table is submitted as part of the design document
before the programming assignment is submitted, attempting to encourage students to reflect
before and after implementation. The design in this study is not presented under a test first policy
though.
The study presented in this paper develops a rubric for assessing quality in design
documents. The rubric was based largely on a combination of Polya’s steps and the rubric
established by Thomas et al. (2014). Other rubrics to assess design quality exist, such as Castro
and Fisler (2017) SOLO Taxonomy. Their rubric, though very detailed, was more closely
coupled with how the code was structured and interacted, rather than the designs represented in
this paper which do not rely on examining the student’s code structure. Their study also had only
15 participants.
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Research Questions
There are five research questions driving this research and can be separated into three
categories: action research, grade correlation, and demographic.

Action Research
This research occurred in classrooms, not in a laboratory, with a goal of improving
student outcomes. Informal feedback from TAs and students was gathered throughout each term
on how design was being taught and graded in the recitations. This feedback, coupled with what
was being learned from the data, lead to actions being taken each term to improve the recitations,
information on design, and how designs were graded. Two research questions arose from these
actions.

RQ1: Does inclusion of design document components improve with increased detail in the
recitation syllabus?
Recitations have their own syllabus to provide requirements for submitted designs and
peer reviews (see Appendix C for full syllabi by quarter). The recitation syllabus evolved each
term of the study to address teaching assistant’s grading confusions. A positive outcome of
adding more detail in the syllabus is increased clarification for the students. The changes to the
syllabus are also influenced by McCracken et al. (1999), who found that students do not know
inherently what design is and need to be taught or given clear definitions of design. It is believed
that increasing clarity of expectation in the recitation syllabus will lead to better submitted
designs.

RQ2: Does inclusion of design document components improve over the term?
Continuing with the same ideas from McCracken et al. (1999), if students do not know
how to design at the beginning of the term, then they should be better at design by the end of the
term, after working with teaching assistants in recitation and getting peer feedback.
Consequently, they should include more components of good design in their own design
documents.
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Grade Correlation
RQ3: Do better design documents correlate with better grades?
The anecdotal claim “better design leads to better code” was often heard through many
levels of computer science courses at Oregon State University, including the Introductory Series,
the Software Engineering Series, and the Operating Systems Series. There was no empirical data
to support the claim, and thus, it became the guiding question for this research. At the university,
the mechanism for assessing code quality is grades, and since assignments focus heavily on
coding, “code” can be replaced by “grades” in the claim to limit the scope of the research.
Having evidence that design does correlate to better grades could influence students to take
program design seriously and engage with it more. Finding evidence to the contrary could lead to
questions of the pedagogical importance of quality design in other areas not limited to computer
science academia.

Demographic
There has been an increased focus on diversity in computer science over the last decade.
It is important to understand if there are differences in how people of different backgrounds
interact with the material presented.

RQ4: Does design quality vary based on demographics?
With growing classes sizes, the students taking the introductory computer science courses
are becoming more diverse. The particular demographics of interest in this study are: majors v.
nonmajors, class standing, and gender. Therefore, the following sub research questions and
hypotheses emerge:

RQ4.1: Do nonmajors design differently than majors?
The introductory computer science courses are not limited to declared computer science
majors. Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE) majors are required to take CS 161 and CS
162, and other engineering majors and science majors are increasingly taking the course, as well
as liberal arts and business majors. This level of diversity is most common in what is referred to
as the “off season” for a course, meaning fewer majors take it in those terms. For CS 161 fall and
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spring terms are considered the off season, and CS 162 is off season in fall and winter. Since
nonmajors take this course for their own motivations, rather than as a requirement, they may
engage differently with design.

RQ4.2: Do students with higher class standing design better than those with lower class
standing?
Maturity can play a role in how seriously students approach design and their class work.
Software design is often not formally introduced until the students are into their upper course
work (junior or senior level classes). The reason for this may be that students are not mature
enough or do not have enough prior knowledge to fully engage with the activity until their upper
division course. Class standing refers to the number of credits they have earned, not their actual
year in school. Many students in their first year have sophomore class standing because they took
college courses in high school. It is rare to have third- or fourth-year computer science majors
take CS 161 and CS 162 again, but when they do, it is typically to increase a grade which was
formerly low. It is more common to have third- or fourth-year nonmajors taking CS 161 or CS
162.

RQ4.3: Do female students design differently from male students?
There is evidence to support that males and females process information differently.
Females tend to be more comprehensive while males tend to be more selective [Burnett et al.
2016, Cafferata and Tybout 1989, Coursaris et al. 2008, Meyers-Levy and Loken 2014, MeyersLevy and Maheswaran 1991, Riedl et al. 2010]. This may lead them to engage with the design
document differently.

RQ5: What are student attitudes toward guidance on designs and their value of design?
Education has multiple stakeholders and a key one is the students themselves. If students
ultimately don’t find design useful then this entire vein of research is moot.
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Methods
Students gave consent to examine their design documents and grades in the spring 2016
CS 162, fall 2016 CS 161, winter 2017 CS 161, and spring 2017 CS 162 (referred to as Class A,
Class B, Class C, and Class D, respectively). The research team taught these courses, allowing
control over the implementation of recitations and reducing variation. Table 1 shows participants
in each of the courses. Each course has a different consent rate and different demographic
distributions, especially in Class B, which has more nonmajors than any of the other courses.
Class C has the most freshmen and Class A and D have the most majors. In general, Class B and
C (CS 161) is more diverse than the Class A or D (CS 162).
Table 1: Demographic Details of Students
Class A
(Start of Study)

Class B
(Off season
offering)

Class C
(Main offering)

Class D (Main
offering)

Consent Rate

172/279 (62%)

50/120 (42%)

213/418 (51%)

177/278 (64%)

Male

138 (80%)

42 (84%)

179 (84%)

150 (85%)

Female

35 (20%)

8 (16%)

32 (16%)

27 (15%)

Major
(CS/ECE)
Nonmajor

154 (90%)

32 (64%)

175 (82%)

160 (90%)

18 (10%)

18 (36%)

38 (18%)

17 (10%)

Freshman
Sophomore

10 (6%)
91 (53%)

6 (12%)
22 (44%)

71 (33%)
93 (44%)

17 (10%)
105 (60%)

Junior

52 (30%)

13 (26%)

26 (12%)

39 (22%)

Senior
Other

14 (8%)
5 (3%)

6 (12%)
3 (6%)

15 (7%)
8 (4%)

13 (7%)
3 (2%)

Table 2 shows the differences in the recitation syllabus and the number of designs
submitted in each course (full syllabi can be found in Appendix C). The design document
accounts for 8% of the overall course grade. The two primary changes in the syllabus between
terms are the points associated with each design step and the description of what would earn
those points. Class A has no detailed point values nor detail of what should be in the design.
Class B explains what three components are expected in the design and their point value. Class C
maintains the three components but gives examples of what kind of information should be
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present for each component, and Class D details exactly what should be in each design
component with corresponding point values.
Table 2: Design Curriculum Details Per Class
Class

Class A
(Start of
Study)

Number of
Designs Per
Student
5

Class B
(Off season
offering)

4

Class C
(Main
season
offering)

4

Class D
(Main
season
offering)

5

Expectations of Design According to Syllabus
“Recitation will focus heavily on design concepts. To enhance learning, every
student will have to submit their design to Canvas for the current assignment during
the first week of the period in which the assignment is assigned… The design does
not need to be correct but show good faith effort to creating quality design for the
current assignment.”
“The design does not need to be correct but show good faith effort to creating
quality design for the current assignment, and it MUST address 1) Understanding
the Problem (2 pts), 2) Flowchart and/or Pseudocode (4 pts), and 3) Test Cases (4
pts). You will receive one point for each area by turning in the work. The remaining
points for each area will be based on how thorough and complete each section is.
For example, restating the problem for the design area 1) Understanding the
Problem will only get you one point. You must describe and justify your
understanding of what the problem is asking to receive full credit.”
“The design does not need to be correct but show good faith effort to creating
quality design for the current assignment and it MUST address 1) Understanding
the Problem (2 pts), 2) Flowchart and/or Pseudocode (must contain function details
and header info) (4 pts), 3) Test Cases (must contain good, bad, and edges cases) (4
pts).…”
“The design does not need to be correct but show good faith effort to creating
quality design for the current assignment, and it MUST address 1) Understanding
the Problem (2 pts), 2) Flowchart and/or Pseudocode (must contain function details
and header info) (4 pts), and 3) Test Cases (must contain good, bad, and edges) (4
pts). By default, you will receive one point for each area addressed in the design (up
to 3 points for just turning in something!). The remaining points for each area will
be based on how thorough and complete each section is. For example, restating the
problem for the design area 1) Understanding the Problem will only get you one
point. You must describe and justify your understanding of what the problem is
asking you to receive full credit, i.e. both points. For test cases, you MUST have
good (1 pt), bad (1 pt), and edge (1 pt) cases to receive full testing credit, and your
design needs to include details for the logic in the functions (1 pt), as well as
information about the pre/post conditions and return values (1 pt), and the
relationship among the functions/classes (1 pt) for full design credit. Your recitation
TA will grade the design after they are due and will discuss examples of good and
bad designs for that week’s assignment in recitation.”

Table 3 shows the consenting participants grade distributions for each term. Since grade
data is categorical, statistical tests used are nonparametric and do not assume a normal
distribution. Approximately 50% of the consenting participants are “A” students, 22-31% are
“B” students.
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Table 3: Participating Student Grade Distributions
Course Grade

Class A

Class B

Class C

Class D

A

51% (87)

50% (25)

50% (106)

51% (90)

B

31 % (54)

22% (11)

27% (58)

24% (43)

C

13% (22)

18% (9)

14% (29)

14% (25)

D

1% (2)

6% (3)

5% (11)

5% (8)

F

4 % (7)

4% (2)

4% (9)

5% (8)

Based on Thomas et al. (2014), an initial rubric was developed to assess the quality of
design using 6 categories, 5 of which were determined using a binary scale (present or not
present). The original 6 categories with definitions of each category are in Table 4. These
categories reflect the values presented in Polya’s problem solving steps as well as good elements
of design promoted by the instructor in the course.
Table 4: Initial rubric with < 80% inter rater reliability
Category
Understanding the Problem
Solving the Problem
Quality Ranking
(-1 – 5)

Pseudocode Present
Code Present
Diagram/Picture

Definition
Framed the design and states what the design solves for.
Outlined a potential solution to the problem.
-1: Design not turned in
0: no/minimal reference to problem, design does not relate
1: restates the problem, identifies some area of design with little to no
elaboration, ad hoc strategy with intent of solving the problem as quickly as
possible
2: shows structural relationship amongst parts, design serves as proof that some
thought was given to the problem and potential solution
3: shows sequence and structure of solution, explains both static and dynamic
elements, identifies better solution
4: shows the link between static and dynamic elements, more elaborate and
complete solution
5: complete solution where all elements are clearly identified with their
relationships to each other and the whole explained
Specified pseudocode in the design.
Specified specific syntax in the design.
Drew a diagram, picture, or flowchart to represent idea.

Data was collected from Class A to determine if the rubric presented in Table 4 is a
suitable taxonomy for quantifying the design documents. 173 students consented to participate in
the study, and there are five designs per participant were submitted. For an accurate
representation of design documents, 86 random designs (10% of the data) were analyzed and
qualitatively coded to achieve an appropriate inter-rater reliability (IRR), which resulted in
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reliability below 80%. Due to the lack of agreement in the quality rankings, the rubric was
expanded to specific categories using a binary scale for classification. The rankings of 2 and 3 in
the quality aspect of the original rubric were not distinct enough, and the artifacts within the
designs were not easily identifiable. Table 5 below shows the updated rubric.
Table 5: Design rubric with >80% inter rater reliability
Category

Definition

Understanding the problem

Framed the design and states what the design solves for.

(UP)
Relationship Among Parts
(RAP)
Logic (L)

Provided text or a picture explaining how each function and/or classes
relate(s) to each other
Provided details for each function and/or class, expect pseudocode or code,
with an emphasis on functionality details (.h doesn’t count)

Code Present (CP)

Specified specific syntax.

Diagram/Picture (DP)

Drew a diagram, picture, or flowchart to represent idea

Testing (T)

Provided a test plan

This rubric is used to evaluate all of the designs from consented participants for the four terms.
Therefore, this study examines a total of 2,797 design documents. The Understanding the Problem,
Relationship Among Parts, and Logic category scores are combined to give an overall score for
the design. Note that Code Present is seen as a negative component, while the rest of the categories
are positive or neutral, because design documents should not be code specific. RQ1 and RQ2 are
evaluated by examining the inclusion rate of each category based on the syllabus for each
term/class. The rubric categories and overall score are analyzed by correlating scores to assignment
grades and the overall course grade to evaluate RQ3. RQ4 is evaluated by separating the data based
on demographic information from the Registrar. A survey is used in Class C and Class D to answer
RQ5.
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Results and Discussion
Action Research
RQ1: Does inclusion of design document components improve with increase detail in the
recitation syllabus?
Syllabus changes seem to correlate with increased inclusion of some design components
by the students. A Kruskal Wallis test used to compare each design document in each term to
determine if there are differences in inclusion rate between the terms. If there are differences, a
Pairwise Wilcox test is used to determine which term of the four differed significantly, if at all.
The hypothesis for RQ1 is that increased detail in the design document portion of the recitation
syllabus will lead to more inclusion of the categories and therefore better design.
Understanding the Problem and Testing are included at a higher rater each term, as
shown in Figure 1. The inclusion of Understanding the Problem is found to be significantly
different each term for each design document with a p-value < 0.05. For design documents 1-3 in
Class A and Class B, there are no significant differences in inclusion rate, but there are
significant differences in inclusion rate for each design, each term thereafter. This can be directly
linked to changes in the syllabus. Recall from Table 2 that the key syllabus change from Class A
to Class B is the enumeration of what is required in the design, namely Understanding the
Problem, Flowchart and/or Pseudocode, and Testing. The key difference between Class B and
Class C are details for the Flowchart and/or Pseudocode and Testing. The increased inclusion for
these two categories is encouraging, since it suggests that the changes in the syllabus provided
clarity to the students as McCraken et al. 1999 suggests. The plateau effect from Class C to Class
D is likely due to many students in Class C proceeding into Class D already knowing what is
expected of their design documents.
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Figure 1: Change in Average Percent Inclusion of Understanding the Problem and Testing Over Time

Refinement of the syllabus may still be needed in the Relationship Among Parts and the
Logic components. There is no significant difference across the designs or terms for the inclusion
of Logic except for design document 3 where Class A and Class B, Class A and Class C, and
Class B and Class D all significantly differ from one another. The Relationship Among Parts
category shows a variety of significant differences across the designs and the terms. Figure 2
shows the average percent inclusion rate of Relationship Among Parts and Logic over time. Note
that even without running statistics, the graph is rather sporadic. Figure 3 shows the percent
inclusion of Relationship Among Parts and Logic over each term. The Kruskal Wallis and the
Pairwise Wilcox tests indicate that there is no difference between Class A and Class B on design
document 1 or Class C and Class D on design document 1 in Relationship Among Parts. This
could be because the design is the first one of the term, and every student is starting in the same
place with their understanding of Relationship Among Parts. Class B design document 2 is
statistically different from all other terms. This is potentially due to the larger number of
nonmajors in this course engaging with the Relationship Among Parts. Design document 3 is
significantly different each term starting after Class B. Design document 4 and design document
5 saw a statistically significant difference each term they were a part of the course.
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Figure 2: Change in Average Percent Inclusion of Relationship Among Parts and Logic Over Time

The sporadic differences in Relationship Among Parts indicates that the component is
likely not well defined for the students. They do not know how to include it or address it in their
designs. This could be attributed to the overall idea of design not being clear in the syllabus.
When Understanding the Problem and Testing are both given special attention and point values,
there is an observable up-tick in their inclusion rates.
The design portion of the syllabus likely needs more detail or there needs to be more
concrete examples for the students. The request for more examples is common from the students,
and depending on their recitation TA, they may or may not get the necessary support they need
to design successfully in this area. Class C and D also saw an emphasis in function details and
headers in the syllabus, which may cause more students to focus on the functions, rather than the
relationship between the functions.
A promising trend is the decrease of code present in the design document each term. This
trend goes from 20% in Class A to fewer than 10% of design documents in Class D. Code is not
addressed in the syllabus for design, so this change could be attributed to better instruction on
what design is, namely, not code.
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RQ2: Does inclusion of design document components improve over the term?
Within each term, inclusion of categories remains statistically the same between design
documents. Class A is the only term with statistically different inclusion rates in every category,
except Understanding the Problem. The general trend in all categories is negative over the term
for Class A. This is not promising, as students should have included more components in their
design documents over time and not fewer with each iteration. Reasons for this may be due to a
lack of emphasis on the importance of design in this first term, TAs not knowing how to grade
the design documents accurately (leading students who received high design document grades
for poor design work to believe they could do less than what they were currently doing), or end
of year fatigue.
Class B has positive trends over the term, especially in Testing, but the course has a
negative trend in Logic over the term. This could be due to increased difficulty of the
assignments, causing design to become a lower priority, and students might be more concerned
about coding the program or struggling with concepts, which they were being asked to design.
However, none of the inclusions in Class B are statistically different from each other, when
tested with the Kruskal Wallis test garnering p-values ranging between 0.2 and 0.9. This could
mean that, though there is variance, students in this course tend to maintain the same level of
design skill over the four design documents.
Class C has positive trends in both Understanding the Problem (different across the term
with a p < 0.0001) and Testing (different across the term with a p-value < 0.0001) but negative
trends in all other categories. The inclusion of Relationship Among Parts and Logic over the term
is not statistically different, having p-values 0.08 and 0.17 respectively. This once again supports
the idea that the designing portion of Polya’s steps is harder for students, and that they are likely
to maintain their skill level throughout the term if they do not receive adequate outside influence.
Class D has no statistically significant differences in the inclusion of design categories
across the term, except for Relationship Among Parts (p < 0.0001) and Diagrams and Pictures (p
= 0.003). This course has an increase in the inclusion of Relationship Among Parts up through
design document 3, and then there is a significant in design documents 4 and 5 (Figure 3). This
could be due to the course focus on OOP, which requires students to understand of how classes
relate to each other in the program, or end of term fatigue.
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Though notable improvement is not seen throughout the term in any of the courses, each
course has some improvement in design. The consistent improvement across courses suggests
that the initial design introduction and the syllabus has improved between the terms. However,
the lack of consistent improvement within a course might be due to a lack of emphasis or
reminders of design as a priority, unintentionally allowing students to lower its priority.
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Grade Correlation
RQ3: Do better design documents correlate with better grades?
Grades are broken into three scales to determine correlations: raw score, ten-point (“A”,
“A-“, “B+”, “B”, etc) scale (referred to as Fine) and four-point (“A”, “B”, “C”, Failing) scale
(referred to as General). For each design document, each term, the overall course grade of the
student, represented via the three scales, was tested for a correlation to each of the categories in
the rubric (Tables 6 and 7). The assignment grade followed the same method (Tables 8 and 9).
Correlations are not run on the design document grades because TAs often gave full points to the
design documents, especially in the first terms recitations were required, despite design
document quality. Some reasons for this might include the TA having too many things to grade
and not having a clear idea how to grade the document.
The Kendall Tau Rank Coefficient method is used to determine if there is a correlation
between the various grade scales and the categories in the rubric. Tables 6 shows the coefficients
for the raw overall grades, with bold boxes around coefficient which are greater than 0.4,
indicating a moderate correlation between the presence of the category a higher grade. All other
coefficients for the various scales are similar. The hypothesis for RQ3 is that better design
documents correlate to better grades. In this case, “better design documents” refers to having
more design components included, and “better grades” refer to a higher grade. For example,
students who include more design components will have higher grades than students who include
fewer design components.
No strong correlations are found after running correlations for the overall grades and the
assignment grades on the three different scales. In detail, Class A has all tau values below 0.3.
This is not surprising for the first term of the study, and the syllabus was less formal and lacked
detail. Class B has most tau values between 0.2 and 0.5, but there are tau values between 0.6 to
0.7 for design document 4 and the Testing category of the rubric. Though none of these
correlations are considered strong, the correlations are trending upward, which suggests that
changes to the syllabus may have impacted the quality of the design documents. Class C shows
this to be an outlier, as all tau values are less than 0.3, and Class D continues the trend with most
tau values less than 0.4.
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Table 6: Kendal Tau Coefficients via Raw Overall Grade by Rubric Category
Class A
D1

D2

D3

Class B
D4

D5

D1

D2

D3

D4

UP

0.08

0.03

0.01

0.07

0.08

0.22

0.26

0.34

0.48

RAP

0.02

0.09

0.19

0.08

0.07

0.23

-0.02

0.19

0.1

L

0.25

0.12

0.04

0.1

0.18

0.24

0.23

0.26

0.4

CP

0.04

0.02

-0.04

0.02

-0.12

0.14

0.21

0.18

0.21

DP

-0.09

-0.09

-0.05

-0.02

0.04

-0.02

0.05

0.19

0.27

T

0.18

0.03

0.04

0.03

0.27

0.27

0.28

0.41

0.6

O

0.29

0.21

0.2

0.2

0.26

0.35

0.27

0.34

0.45

Class C
D1

D2

Class D

D3

D4

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

UP

0.11

0.17

0.24

0.26

0.13

0.16

0.22

0.23

0.31

RAP

0.21

0.15

0.17

0.15

0.19

0.24

0.14

0.18

0.19

L

0.18

0.22

0.22

0.27

0.21

0.35

0.29

0.31

0.32

CP

-0.05

-0.02

-0.02

0.09

0.01

0.04

0.08

0.09

0

DP

0.03

-0.02

0.02

0.05

0.15

0.06

0.11

0.15

0.07

T

0.18

0.22

0.27

0.32

0.21

0.1

0.22

0.28

0.29

O

0.23

0.28

0.29

0.3

0.29

0.43

0.3

0.37

0.39

Key
UP: Understanding the Problem
RAP: Relationship Among Parts
L: Logic
CP: Code Present
DP: Diagrams and Pictures
T: Testing
O: Overall (UP+RAP+L)
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Possible reasons for the lack of correlations include: students who receive good grades
may not turn in thorough designs as they dedicate more time to the coded assignment; students
may also continue designing throughout the week in an iterative process, rather than
comprehensively producing the design all at once; there may be an issue in the rubric itself,
which is based on a binary system that does not currently assess the quality of each category. The
researchers observe that students submit a variety of work that could count for various categories
but is of low quality, especially regarding Logic, where the student may only include ideas for a
couple functions for a program which will involve many (see examples in Appendix D).
Class B shows some correlations, especially with regards to Testing. A positive
correlation indicates that a higher grade correlates to performing the task. There are few positive
correlation values greater than 0.5. These moderate correlations are between a high assignment 4
letter grade or course letter grade and including testing in design document 4. This may indicate
that as students learn design habits their category scores may more closely correlate to an
assignment grade or overall course grade. This may also indicate that students who follow
instructions on all assignments tend to get higher grades on the assignments and overall in the
course.
It is important to point out the population of this course is different from those found in
the other courses. Class B is comprised of 37% nonmajors. Because they come to this course
without it being a requirement, they may engage and value the course work differently than
major students who are required to take the course. The class size is also much smaller than the
main offering of the course, which may also impact how a student performs or engages with the
material, though this was not tested.

Demographic
RQ4: Does design quality vary based on demographics?
RQ4.1: Do nonmajors design differently than majors?
Across all four terms, nonmajors include code more often than CS or ECE majors. In the
Class A, nonmajors do not include anything more often than CS or ECE majors in their design
documents, except for Code Present (Figure 3). In Class B, which has 37% nonmajors, they
include Logic, Code Present, Diagrams and Pictures, and Testing more often than CS majors but
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not more than ECE majors (except for Code Present). ECE majors in Class B include all
categories more, except for Understanding the Problem and Code Present (Figure 4). Class C
nonmajors include Relationship Among Parts and Diagrams and Pictures more often than CS
majors but not as often as ECE majors (Figure 5). Class D ECE majors include more of all
design components than CS majors or nonmajors, who include components at about the same
rate except for Testing (Figure 6). Consistently, across all four terms, ECE majors include
Testing and Diagrams and Pictures more often. They are consistently in line with or above CS
major inclusion rate of Logic and Relationship Among Parts across all four terms. It appears
ECE majors include more categories and may design better than CS majors or nonmajors.
Key
UP: Understanding the Problem
RAP: Relationship Among Parts
L: Logic
CP: Code Present
DP: Diagrams and Pictures
T: Testing
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Figure 7: Class D Average Percent Inclusion by Major
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RQ4.2: Do students with higher class standing design better than those with lower class
standing?
In Class A and Class B there is a positive correlation between class standing and
Understanding the Problem, Relationship Among Parts, Logic and Testing (Figures 7 and 8). In
Class C, Junior class standing has the maximum inclusion rate, and Seniors have a low inclusion
rate (Figure 9). Class D has a positive correlation with Relationship Among Parts to class
standing (Figure 10). These results could mean that design requires a certain level of maturity
and experience in order to do it well.
Key
UP: Understanding the Problem
RAP: Relationship Among Parts
L: Logic
CP: Code Present
DP: Diagrams and Pictures
T: Testing
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Figure 11: Class D Average Percent Inclusion by Class Standing
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RQ4.3: Do female students design differently from male students?
In Class A, females include everything on par with males (Figure 11). They do include
Logic more often. In Class B, females include everything more often than males (Figure 12). In
Class C, males include everything more often than females (Figure 13). In Class D, males
include everything more often except for Logic (Figure 14). It is interesting that in both CS 162
courses in this study (Class A and Class D), females include Logic more often than males while
females do not include any of the other categories more often. This could suggest that females in
CS 162 tend to be more verbose in their design, which is closely coupled with Logic as opposed
to Diagrams and Pictures which is more associated with Relationship Among Parts. More
research would have to be done in this area to explore this hypothesis.
Key
UP: Understanding the Problem
RAP: Relationship Among Parts
L: Logic
CP: Code Present
DP: Diagrams and Pictures
T: Testing
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RQ5: What are student attitudes toward guidance on designs and their value of design?
At the end of Class C and Class D, students are asked to fill out a survey on their
experience in recitation and design. In Class C, 166 of the 213 consented participants responded.
67% of them want more guidance on design, and 79% thought that creating design was useful. In
Class D, 160 of the 177 consented participants responded. 64% want more guidance on design,
and 86% thought creating design was useful. A Kruskal Wallis shows a significant difference in
believing that design was useful. Many of the students who took Class C proceeded into Class D.
The increase value of design corresponds with the established idea that students improve in
design over time, likely because they engage with it more as the material and programs become
more complex. They may design more in Class D because it requires OOP and has larger
programming assignments. Students wanting more guidance on the design also supports the
acknowledged issue of not enough clarity in the current syllabus on design or not enough
concrete examples being provided on what quality design is, findings also supported by
McCracken et al. 1999.
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Conclusion
The study presented set out to show one method of addressing and assessing the entire
problem solving process in CS 1 and CS 2. While the study is unable to present data from before
the study began, the results are still valuable. It is known that before requiring design to be
submitted one week prior to the coded program, most students did not engage with the activity
and submitted mediocre work to get a few points. By shifting the focus of the class and
dedicating 8% of the overall course grade to design, more students engage meaningfully with the
activity. This allowed the researchers to statistically examine correlations and differences in
design documents, as well as make statements about how best to assess design and teach design.
While there are no correlations between overall course grade and design quality and no
correlations between assignment grade and design quality, there are important factors to
consider. The rubric used to assess the quality of the design is currently too narrow. The binary
scale, while useful to say if desirable artifacts are present, does not quantify the quality of the
presented artifact. The Relationship Among Parts and Logic categories need a non-binary scale.
The approach in Thomas et al. 2014 was too broad to achieve IRR on the designs presented in
this study, but the rubric may work better if the notation is formalized. The taxonomy proposed
by Caster and Fisler 2017 is too closely tied to code structure for the researchers to use in this
study. However, the level of detail and the verbiage used may be adaptable to the needs of
language agnostic design. Future work will explore this area.
Though this study could not establish correlations between design and grades or
demographics, the pedagogical lessons that are derived are important to the community at large.
The changes demonstrated in the syllabus over time lead to an increase of inclusion of certain
categories, which were previously being ignored. Now, most students always engage with the
Understanding the Problem and Reflection stages of the problem solving process. While the
impacts of this engagement are unknown at this time, future work hopes to examine more
correlations in regard to code produced and time spent coding or debugging. This study also
demonstrates that there is a challenge to teaching design well in the first year, but improvements
can be made between terms (and sometimes within them) and in the way students value design.
This study shows that there currently is not a correlation between better design and
grades. It also shows increased clarity in design instruction leads to better designs. A reason for a
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lack of correlation to grades may be due to the rubric used to assess designs not being refined
enough to assess the quality of what is included. For example, Logic may be counted as present
in a design document, but the level of quality may vary. Work is ongoing to examine a refined
rubric, design correlation to code quality, and the effect of design instruction by the TAs on how
their students design. This work contributes to the literature by beginning to establish the link
between design quality and coded outcome in a large CS 1 and CS 2 classroom environment.
This study also demonstrates the need for clarity of instruction to students in regard to design,
allowing other educators to replicate the research.
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Appendix A
Below is an example of an Assignment PDF students would receive in CS 1. Notice that it does
not tell the students how to structure their design but merely provides the requirements for the
program to work.

Assignment 5
Due: Sunday, 4 March 2018, 11:59 PM on TEACH as a .cpp
Farkle
Background
Farkle is a dice game. Two or more players may play, there are six dice. The goal is to be the
player with the most points at the end. When a player reaches 10,000 points, each player except
the player who crested 10,000 on their turn, has one more turn to attempt to beat that player’s
score. After these turns are taken, the top score wins.
In order to get on the scoreboard, you have to have a running total of 500 points or more before
you stop rolling. After your first score of 500 or more is recorded you may stop rolling at any
time and have it added to your total on the scoreboard. Once it is added to the scoreboard, the
points are safe and your turn is over.
Each turn, roll the six dice. After each roll, set aside the dice that are worth points and roll the
rest. You must remove at least one die after each roll and keep a running total of your points for
that turn. If you are able to set aside all six dice, you can roll all again to build your running total.
If you can not set aside any dice after a roll, that’s a Farkle. You lose your running total of points
for that turn and play passes to the next player. A Farkle may happen on the first roll or any
subsequent rolls.
Scoring
Single 1 = 100
Four of any number = 1,000
Single 5 = 50
Five of any number = 2,000
Three 1’s = 300
Six of any number = 3,000
Three 2’s = 200
1-6 straight = 1,500
Three 3’s = 300
Three pairs = 1,500
Three 4’s = 400
Four of any number with a pair = 1,500
Three 5’s = 500
Two triplets = 2,500
Three 6’s = 600
Implementation Requirements
• Must deliver a working program that delivers the game play described in the Background
and Scoring section of this document.
• Rand() should be used to simulate the dice.
• All functions should be 15 lines or less. Whitespace, single curly braces, and the function
header do not count.
• Use of one dimensional arrays is required.
• Use of references and pointers where appropriate is required.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The user should see their running total for their turn at all times.
The user should be able to choose which dice to remove from the rolls in their turn.
Error handling for input and correct game play should be implemented.
The scoreboard for all players should be displayed at the end of each turn.
The program should always state whose turn it is.
The program should allow as many players as the user request, but there should be a
minimum of two.
No memory leaks allowed.
No global variables allowed.
No segmentation faults allowed.

Grading
Design to be submitted to recitation.
Implementation: 80 pts
Auto deductions:
Memory Leak: -10 pts
Global Variables: -10 pts
Segmentation Faults: -10 pts
Style and Code Quality: 20 pts
Extra Credit: 10 pts
Extra Credit
Log all testing activity that you conduct on your program. You should produce a table as
follows:
Date and Function or Preconditions Expected
Actual Post
Hypothesis How
Time
Procedure
to get to
Post
Conditions
on the
the
Being
testing
Conditions
cause of
issue
Tested
scenario
the issue
was
fixed
…
…
…
…
…
…
…

Note, this is not the same as the testing table you produce for your design. This is a log of all the
issues you have in developing your program and how you fix them. By recording what goes
wrong you should be able to recognize more quickly common mistakes and fixes before they
occur. This table should span multiple pages for this program.
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Appendix B
Template Design/Testing Document
Problem Statement: Write a C++ program that continues to ask the user for n test
scores. These test scores should range from 0 to 100, and your program needs to
check that the scores supplied are valid numbers before moving forward. This may
include making sure the user doesn’t enter a letter or string of letters.
• Ask the user for the number of test scores he/she wants to enter.
• Repeatedly, ask the user for that number of test scores.
• For each test score received, check that the test score is a number and it is
between 0-100.
• Print an error message if the number is not in this range, and re-prompt the user
for another number.
• After receiving good test scores, then calculate the average and output it to the
screen.
Understanding the Problem:
This problem is asking me to read an unsigned whole number value, n, from the user,
and then read n unsigned real numbers, which represent test scores, from the user.
These scores need to be between 0 and 100, as well as a valid real number. If the user
doesn’t enter a valid number or a number in the range, then an error message is
printed, and the user is prompted to enter a new number without taking away from the n
valid numbers the user is entering. After the user enters n valid real numbers in the
range of 0-100, then the average is calculated and printed to the screen.
I am assuming the number of tests is an unsigned whole number.
I am assuming the test scores can be unsigned real numbers, instead of just integers. I
am assuming that errors in the user input does not count against the n numbers to
enter.
Devising a Plan/Design:
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Testing:
Value
n=0
n = -1

n = 1.5

n=1
n=5
test score = -1

test score = 100.5

test score = 0
n = 1, test score = 100
n = 1, test score = 100.5,
test score = 0

n = 3, test score = 100,
test score = 0, test score =
50

Expected
Nothing, just exit
Error message and reprompt the user for a good
n value
Error message and reprompt the user for a good
n value
Prompt user for 1 test
score
Prompt user for 5 tests
Error message and reprompt the user for a good
test value. This should not
count as one of the n tests.
Error message and reprompt the user for a good
test value. This should not
count as one of the n tests.
Continue to prompt for
another test score.
Average should be 100
Error message for test
score, re-prompt for a new
test score, and only use
valid n tests in average.
Average should be 0
Average should be 50

Actual meet expe
Yes
Yes

Yes

yes
yes
yes

Yes

Yes
yes
yes

yes
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Appendix C
Spring CS 162 Recitation Syllabus
Recitations are designed to enhance the class by assisting with quality design concepts, checking
understanding of core material covered in lecture and elaborating on new material in the course.
Laptops are not allowed during recitation. Paper and a writing utensil are required.

Peer-to-Peer-Recitation Points
Discussion Posts (5 in a term) – 25%
Recitations will focus heavily on design concepts. To enhance this learning, every student will
have to submit their design to Canvas for the current assignment during the first week of the
period in which the assignment is assigned. For example, if the assignment is assigned the
Sunday of Week 3 and due the Sunday of Week 5, then the design for the assignment must be
posted on Canvas by 5pm on the Sunday of Week 4. The design will be posted under the
Discussion section of Canvas for your recitation. The design does not need to be correct but
show good faith effort to creating quality design for the current assignment. In addition to
posting your design, you must contribute a quality comment to at least three other designs.
Comments may be on any aspect of the design and should focus on enhancing the quality of
design. Your recitation TA will grade the discussion on the designs the week after they are due
and will bring up discussion posts in that week’s recitation.

Peer-Led Recitation Points
Attendance – 10%
Attendance is mandatory. You must attend each recitation at your registered time, day and
location. Attendance will account for 10% of the recitation grade and be taken in the first 15
minutes of class and cannot be earned after the first 15 minutes. You may not go to another
recitation without approval from your recitation TA and the recitation TA which you will attend
instead of your registered recitation. This approval must be maintained before the recitation you
will be missing. If permission is not obtained, attendance points cannot be earned.
Worksheet (5 in a term) – 25%
During weeks where the submitted designs are not discussed in recitation, there will be a
worksheet that will be completed. Students must bring a copy of the worksheet to the
recitation. A copy can be found on the class website. Worksheets will include small programs to
analyze and problem statements that require design. Students will begin recitation working on
the worksheet on their own and then will break out into large groups after thinking on their own.
Solutions will be gone over before the conclusion of the recitation. Students are encouraged to
keep their worksheets but must have them checked off before exiting the recitation in order to
receive points.
Quizzes (10 in a term) – 40%
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Each recitation will conclude with a short, check point quiz which will cover the previous week’s
material. The quiz will include short code snippets that need to be analyzed and multiple choice.
These quizzes will be collected as you exit the recitation and returned, graded, during the
following recitation.
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Fall 2016 CS 161 Recitation Syllabus
Recitations are designed to enhance the class by assisting with quality design concepts, checking
understanding of core material covered in lecture and elaborating on new material in the course.
Laptops are not allowed during recitation. Paper and a writing utensil are required.

Recitation Points/Percentages
Design Posts (4 in a term) – 40%
Recitations will focus heavily on design and critical thinking. To enhance this learning, every
student will submit their design to Canvas for the assignments #3-6 during the first week of the
period in which the assignment is assigned. For example, if the assignment is assigned the
Sunday of Week 3 and due the Sunday of Week 5, then the design for the assignment must be
posted on Canvas by 5pm on the Sunday of Week 4. The design will be posted under the
Discussion section of Canvas for your recitation. The design does not need to be correct but
show good faith effort to creating quality design for the current assignment, and it MUST
address 1) Understanding the Problem (2 pts), 2) Flowchart and/or Pseudocode (4 pts), and 3)
Test Cases (4 pts).
You will receive one point for each area by turning in the work. The remaining points for each
area will be based on how thorough and complete each section is. For example, restating the
problem for the design area 1) Understanding the Problem will only get you one point. You must
describe and justify your understanding of what the problem is asking you to receive full credit,
i.e. both points. We will help you with what we expect for each of the areas in the week 2
recitation. Your recitation TA will grade the design after they are due and will discuss examples
of good and bad designs for that week’s assignment in recitation.
Design Critiques (4 in a term) – 20%
In addition to posting your design, you must contribute a quality critique to two other designs.
Critiques should focus on enhancing the quality of design. For each critique, you must
address 1) what was good (not just that it is good) (1 pt), 2) what could be improved/enhanced (1
pt), and 3) an example of an improvement (1 pt) for all three areas of the design (9 pts/critique).
You will receive 1 pt/critique for submission and 9 pts/critique for clearly answering the above
questions for each design area, which is 20 total points for both critiques. Your recitation TA
will grade the critique on the designs the week after they are due and will bring up discussion
posts in that week’s recitation.
Quizzes (10 in a term) – 40%
Each recitation will conclude with a short, check point quiz which will cover the previous week’s
material from class and/or lab. The quiz will include short answers and multiple choice. The
points for quizzes vary and are based on the number of questions. These quizzes are collected as
you exit the recitation and returned, graded, during the following recitation.
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Winter 2017 CS 161 Recitation Syllabus
Recitations are designed to enhance the class by assisting with quality design concepts, checking
understanding of core material covered in lecture and elaborating on new material in the course.
Laptops are not allowed during recitation. Paper and a writing utensil are required.

Recitation Points/Percentages
Design Posts (4 in a term) – 40%
Recitations will focus heavily on design and critical thinking. To enhance this learning, every
student will submit their design to Canvas for the assignments #3-6 one week prior to the due
date for each assignment. For example, if an assignment is due the Sunday of Week 4, then the
design for the assignment must be posted on Canvas by 11:59pm on the Sunday of Week 3.
The design will be posted under the Assignment section/tab of Canvas for your recitation. The
design does not need to be correct but show good faith effort to creating quality design for the
current assignment, and it MUST address 1) Understanding the Problem (2 pts), 2) Flowchart
and/or Pseudocode (must contain function details and header info) (4 pts), and 3) Test Cases
(must contain good, bad, and edges) (4 pts).
By default, you will receive one point for each area addressed in the design (up to 3 points for
just turning in something!). The remaining points for each area will be based on how thorough
and complete each section is. For example, restating the problem for the design area 1)
Understanding the Problem will only get you one point. You must describe and justify your
understanding of what the problem is asking you to receive full credit, i.e. both points. We will
help you with what we expect for each of the areas in the week 2 recitation. Your recitation TA
will grade the design after they are due and will discuss examples of good and bad designs for
that week’s assignment in recitation.
Late designs up to 5 days are accepted for full design credit, but you will receive a zero on the
critique grade. For example, if you fail to turn in your design on time (by 11:59pm on Sunday)
to Canvas, then Canvas cannot assign designs to you to critique, which means your penalty is
ultimately a zero on the critique grade.
Design Critiques (4 in a term) – 20%
If your design was posted to the Assignment section/tab Canvas on time, Canvas will assign
you two designs to critique after the design due date on Sunday at 11:59pm. You must provide
your peers with quality critiques focused on enhancing their design by 5 pm on the Friday after
the design due date. For each critique, you must provide 1) a design grade (out of 10 points)
based on the grading criteria above (1 pt) and 2) quality justification/comments on why you gave
the design grade you did (1 pt). Even if you give a peer design full credit (10 pts), then you must
provide a description of why you think the design is worth all 10 points. A justification such as,
“The design was good”, is not a quality justification and will not earn you any points. Critiques
are worth a total of 4 points, and the purpose is to help your peers improve in future designs and
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possibly improve their current assignment, in addition to helping yourself by seeing the work
from peers in the class.
Quizzes (10 in a term) – 40%
Each recitation will conclude with a short, check point quiz which will cover the previous week’s
material from class and/or lab. The quiz will include short answers and multiple choice. The
points for quizzes vary and are based on the number of questions. Take home quizzes are
emailed to your recitation TA before the following recitation and in-class quizzes are collected as
you exit the recitation. TAs will discuss quiz answers in the following recitation.
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Spring 2017 CS 162 Recitation Syllabus
Recitations are designed to enhance the class by assisting with quality design concepts, checking
understanding of core material covered in lecture and elaborating on new material in the course.
Laptops are not allowed during recitation. Paper and a writing utensil are required.

Recitation Points/Percentages
Design Posts (4 in a term) – 40%
Recitations will focus heavily on design and critical thinking. To enhance this learning, every
student will submit their design to Canvas for the assignments #1-5 one week prior to the due
date for each assignment. For example, if an assignment is due the Sunday of Week 2, then the
design for the assignment must be posted on Canvas by 11:59pm on the Sunday of Week 1.
The design will be posted under the Assignment section/tab of Canvas for your recitation, and
you must submit the design as a pdf!!! The design does not need to be correct but show good
faith effort to creating quality design for the current assignment, and it MUST address 1)
Understanding the Problem (2 pts), 2) Flowchart and/or Pseudocode (must contain function
details and header info) (4 pts), and 3) Test Cases (must contain good, bad, and edges) (4 pts).
By default, you will receive one point for each area addressed in the design (up to 3 points for
just turning in something!). The remaining points for each area will be based on how thorough
and complete each section is. For example, restating the problem for the design area 1)
Understanding the Problem will only get you one point. You must describe and justify your
understanding of what the problem is asking you to receive full credit, i.e. both points. For test
cases, you MUST have good (1 pt), bad (1 pt), and edge (1 pt) cases to receive full testing
credit, and your design needs to include details for the logic in the functions (1 pt), as well as
information about the pre/post conditions and return values (1 pt), and the relationship
among the functions/classes (1 pt) for full design credit. Your recitation TA will grade the
design after they are due and will discuss examples of good and bad designs for that week’s
assignment in recitation.
Late designs up to 5 days are accepted for full design credit, but you will receive a zero on the
critique grade. For example, if you fail to turn in your design on time (by 11:59pm on Sunday)
to Canvas, then Canvas cannot assign designs to you to critique, which means your penalty is
ultimately a zero on the critique grade.
Design Critiques (4 in a term) – 20%
If your design was posted to the Assignment section/tab Canvas on time, Canvas will assign
you two designs to critique after the design due date on Sunday at 11:59pm. You must provide
your peers with quality critiques focused on enhancing their design by 5 pm on the Friday after
the design due date. For each critique, you must provide 1) a design grade (out of 10 points)
based on the grading criteria above (1 pt) and 2) quality justification/comments on why you gave
the design grade you did (1 pt). Even if you give a peer design full credit (10 pts), then you must
provide a description of why you think the design is worth all 10 points. A justification such as,
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“The design was good”, is not a quality justification and will not earn you any points. Critiques
are worth a total of 4 points, and the purpose is to help your peers improve in future designs and
possibly improve their current assignment, in addition to helping yourself by seeing the work
from peers in the class.
Quizzes (10 in a term) – 40%
Each recitation will conclude with a short, check point quiz which will cover the previous week’s
material from class and/or lab. The quiz will include short answers and multiple choice. The
points for quizzes vary and are based on the number of questions. Take home quizzes are
emailed to your recitation TA before the following recitation and in-class quizzes are collected as
you exit the recitation. TAs will discuss quiz answers in the following recitation.
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Appendix D
The following pages are examples of design documents. All examples are pulled from Class C,
design 2. Details of each one can be found below.
Example 1 (p. 48)
Assignment Grade: 100 | Overall Grade: 88.34
Understanding the Problem: 1 | Relationship Among Parts: 1 | Logic: 1 | Code Present: 1
Diagrams/Pictures: 1 | Testing: 1
Example 2 (p. 50)
Assignment Grade: 108 | Overall Grade: 84.07
Understanding the Problem: 1 | Relationship Among Parts: 1 | Logic: 1 | Code Present: 0
Diagrams/Pictures: 0 | Testing: 1
Example 3 (p. 58)
Assignment Grade: 106 | Overall Grade: 86.46
Understanding the Problem: 1 | Relationship Among Parts: 1 | Logic: 0 | Code Present: 0
Diagrams/Pictures: 1 | Testing: 1
Example 4 (p. 60)
Assignment Grade: 90 | Overall Grade 90.84
Understanding the Problem: 1 | Relationship Among Parts: 0 | Logic: 1 | Code Present: 0
Diagrams/Pictures: 0 | Testing: 1
Example 5 (p. 62)
Assignment Grade: 113 | Overall Grade 78.71
Understanding the Problem: 0 | Relationship Among Parts: 0 | Logic: 1 | Code Present: 0
Diagrams/Pictures: 0 | Testing: 0

Example 1
Design #4
Sunday, February 12, 2017

7:11 PM
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Wheel of Fortune:

Understanding the Problem:
I must create a program that can simulate a Wheel of Fortune game. In this program I must first ask the user for a word or phrase that other players must guess. There will be the
possibility of multiple rounds, and at any point in a player's turn, I must give them the option to spin the wheel, buy a vowel, or solve the puzzle. If they spin the wheel, it could
land on numbers 0 through 21. Spinning a 0 results in bankruptcy and spinning 21 results in a lost turn. If the player lands on 1-20 then they must guess a non-vowel letter, if they
guess incorrectly, they lose their turn to the next player. If they guess correctly, the player wins # letters found times dollar amount spun. A players turn ends when they guess the
wrong non-vowel letter, incorrectly solve the puzzle, or spin a 0 or 21. If a player chooses to solve the puzzle and guesses right, theplayer keeps all money won in that round,
while all others lose that rounds winnings. If a player solves puzzle incorrectly, the turn goes to the next player.
Rules I must take into account:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

There is a total round earnings and a total game earnings
Player always gets the choice of spinning wheel, solving puzzle, or buying a vowel
The player cannot buy a vowel if they have less than $10
Ways to lose turn include incorrectly guessing non-vowel on spin, spinning a 0 or 21, and solving puzzle incorrectly
Spin a 1-20, then # spun times # letters found is added to round total
Spin a 0, become bankrupt in the round, lose turn
Spin 21, keep round total, lose turn
Only need to pay $10 per vowel guess, not how many found
If puzzle solved correctly, player gets the money earned for that round added to total
Wi n the game by total earnings, not round earnings

My program must ignore cases in the message. Each function may not have more than 15 lines. I must use strings, not arrays. And no global variables.
Include <iostream>
Include <string>
Include <cstdlib>
Using namespace std;
int main(){
String puzzle
Int players
Cout<<Enter word/phrase here
Cin>>puzzle
Clear command
Cout<<number of players? 1-3
Cin>>players
Cout<<How many rounds?
Cin<<num_rounds

If (players==1)
Cout<<Player 1: Which would you like to
do? Spin wheel, solve puzzle, or buy
vowel
Cin>>choice

If (players==2)
Cout<<Player 1: Which would you like to
do? Spin wheel, solve puzzle, or buy
vowel
Cin>>choice

(go through player 1, then when turn
ends loop back and ask player 2)

String spin (spin wheel)

String solve (solve puzzle)

Add up player total

Repeat for num_rounds

CS 161 Page 1

If (players==2)
Cout<<Player 1: Which would you like
to do? Spin wheel, solve puzzle, or
buy vowel
Cin>>choice
(go through player 1, then when turn
ends loop back and ask player 2, then
do player 3)

String buy (buy vowel)

Repeat for num_rounds
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Compare player totals
Cout<<winner

Functions:

Display puzzle:
For(underscore=0;underscore<=str.length(puzzle);underscore++)
Puzzle[underscore]='_'
Return puzzle
Spin wheel:
Spin=rand%22
If (spin==0)
Cout<<bankrupt
Else if(spin==21)
Cout<<lost turn
Else if (spin>0 || spin<21)
Round_earnings = spin*guess
Cout<<puzzle

Buy vowel:
If earnings >= 10
Cout<<which vowel?
Cin>>vowel
Cout<<puzzle
Else
Cout<<Don't have enough money

Compare:
If (p1>p2 && p1>p3)
Cout<<player 1 wins the game!
Else if(p2>p1 && p2>p3)
Cout<<player 2 wins!

Else
Cout<<player 3 wins!

(if multiple rounds) Add to total:
Add round_earnings to p1, p2, p3
at the end of each round

Input

Output

1

Good (1 player route)

u

Good(if buy vowel route)

r

Good(if spin wheel)

#rt

Bad

Spin wheel

Good

Solve puzzle

Good

Buy vowel

Good

Declaration of independence Good(for puzzle)

5

Good(for # of rounds)

CS 161 Page 2

Solve puzzle:
Cout<<what is your guess?
Cin>>solve
If(solve==message)
Cout<<you win the round
Else
Cout<<you lost your turn

Example 2

Understanding the Problem
The problem statement is asking me to create a program that allows users to play a modified
game of Wheel of Fortune. The game is customizable based on the number of rounds and
number of players selected by the user. Also, each function cannot be more than 15 lines of
code.
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Design
DEFINE function "get_players" with parameter "players":
PRINT "How many players? (13) "
INPUT and store into "players"
DEFINE function "get_rounds" with parameter "rounds":
PRINT "How many rounds? "
INPUT and store into "rounds"
DEFINE function "get_message" with parameter "msg":
PRINT "Enter a message (lowercase only): "
INPUT and store into "msg"
DEFINE function "print_hidden_message" with parameters "msg" and "hidden_msg":
STORE "hidden_msg" as an empty string
FOR each character in "msg":
IF the character is a space,
attach three spaces to "hidden_msg"
OTHERWISE,
attach an underscore and a space to "hidden_msg"
PRINT "hidden_msg"
DEFINE function "single_player" with parameters "solved", "repeat", "choice", "wheel",
"p1_earnings", "p1_total", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg", "char_occurences", and "guess":
WHILE "solved" is false:
DO WHILE "repeat" is true:
CALL function "gameplay" with arguments "choice", "wheel",
"p1_earnings", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg", "char_occurences",
"repeat", "solved", and "guess"
WHILE "solved" is true:
CALL function "single_player_total" with arguments "p1_earnings" and "p1_total"
DEFINE function "single_player_total" with parameters "p1_earnings" and "p1_total":
STORE "p1_total" as itself plus "p1_earnings"
STORE "p1_earnings" as 0
STORE "solved" as false
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DEFINE function "two_player" with parameters "p", "solved", "repeat", "choice", "wheel",
"p1_earnings", "p2_earnings", "p1_total", "p2_total", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg",
"char_occurences", and "guess":
WHILE "p" is 1 or 2 and "solved" is false:
WHILE "p" is 1 and "solved" is false:
DO WHILE "repeat" is true:
CALL function "gameplay" with arguments "p", "choice", "wheel",
"p1_earnings", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg", "char_occurences",
"repeat", "solved", and "guess"
IF "solved" is false,
STORE "p" as 2
OTHERWISE,
STORE "p" as 1
WHILE "p" is 2 and "solved" is false:
DO WHILE "repeat" is true:
CALL function "gameplay" with arguments "p", "choice", "wheel",
"p2_earnings", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg", "char_occurences",
"repeat", "solved", and "guess"
IF "solved" is false,
STORE "p" as 1
OTHERWISE,
STORE "p" as 2
WHILE "solved" is true:
CALL function "two_player_totals" with arguments "p", "p1_earnings",
"p2_earnings", "p1_total", and "p2_total"
DEFINE function "two_player_totals" with parameters "p", "p1_earnings", "p2_earnings",
"p1_total", and "p2_total"
IF "p" is 1,
STORE "p1_total" as itself plus "p1_earnings"
STORE "p1_earnings" and "p2_earnings" as 0
ELSE IF "p" is 2,
STORE "p2_total" as itself plus "p2_earnings"
STORE "p1_earnings" and "p2_earnings" as 0
STORE "p" as 1
STORE "solved" as false

DEFINE function "three_player" with parameters "p", "solved", "repeat", "choice", "wheel",
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"p1_earnings", "p2_earnings", "p3_earnings", "p1_total", "p2_total", "p3_total", "letter", "msg",
"hidden_msg", "char_occurences", and "guess":
WHILE "p" is 1, 2, or 3 and "solved" is false:
WHILE "p" is 1 and "solved" is false:
DO WHILE "repeat" is true:
CALL function "gameplay" with arguments "p", "choice", "wheel",
"p1_earnings", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg", "char_occurences",
"repeat", "solved", and "guess"
IF "solved" is false,
STORE "p" as 2
OTHERWISE,
STORE "p" as 1
WHILE "p" is 2 and "solved" is false:
DO WHILE "repeat" is true:
CALL function "gameplay" with arguments "p", "choice", "wheel",
"p2_earnings", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg", "char_occurences",
"repeat", "solved", and "guess"
IF "solved" is false,
STORE "p" as 3
OTHERWISE,
STORE "p" as 2
WHILE "p" is 3 and "solved" is false:
DO WHILE "repeat" is true:
CALL function "gameplay" with arguments "p", "choice", "wheel",
"p3_earnings", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg", "char_occurences",
"repeat", "solved", and "guess"
IF "solved" is false,
STORE "p" as 1,
OTHERWISE,
STORE "p" as 3
WHILE "solved" is true:
CALL function "three_player_totals" with arguments "p", "p1_earnings",
"p2_earnings", "p3_earnings", "p1_total", "p2_total", and "p3_total"
DEFINE function "three_player_totals" with parameters "p", "p1_earnings", "p2_earnings",
"p1_total", and "p2_total"
IF "p" is 1,
STORE "p1_total" as itself plus "p1_earnings"
STORE "p1_earnings", "p2_earnings", and "p3_earnings" as 0
ELSE IF "p" is 2,
STORE "p2_total" as itself plus "p2_earnings"
STORE "p1_earnings", "p2_earnings", and "p3_earnings" as 0

ELSE IF "p" is 3,
STORE "p3_total" as itself plus "p3_earnings"
STORE "p1_earnings", "p2_earnings", and "p3_earnings" as 0
STORE "p" as 1
STORE "solved" as false

DEFINE function "gameplay" with parameters "p", "choice", "wheel", "earnings", "letter", "msg",
"hidden_msg", "char_occurences", "repeat", "solved", and "guess":
PRINT "Player <p>:"
CALL function "get_choice" with argument "choice"
IF "choice" is 1,
CALL function "spin_wheel" with arguments "wheel", "earnings", "letter", "msg",
"hidden_msg", "char_occurences", "solved", and "repeat"
ELSE IF "choice" is 2,
CALL function "guess_message" with arguments "guess" and "msg"
CALL function "check_message" with arguments "guess", "msg", "solved", and
"repeat"
ELSE IF "choice" is 3,
CALL function "buy_vowel" with arguments "earnings", "letter", "msg",
"char_occurences", "hidden_msg", and "repeat"

DEFINE function "get_choice" with parameter "choice":
PRINT "Do you want to spin (1), solve the puzzle (2), or buy a vowel (3)? "
INPUT and store into "choice"
DEFINE function "spin_wheel" with parameters "wheel", "earnings", "letter", "msg",
"hidden_msg", "char_occurences", "solved", and "repeat":
STORE "wheel" as a random number in the range 021
PRINT "Your wheel landed on <wheel>."
IF "wheel" is 0,
CALL function "bankruptcy" with arguments "wheel", "earnings", and "repeat"
ELSE IF "wheel" is 21,
CALL function "lose_turn" with arguments "wheel" and "repeat"
OTHERWISE,
CALL function "get_letter" with argument "letter"
CALL function "check_letter" with arguments "msg", "letter", "char_occurences",
"earnings", and "repeat"
CALL function "reprint_message" with arguments "letter", "msg", and
"hidden_msg"
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CALL function "check_hidden_message" with arguments "msg", "hidden_msg", 54
"new_msg", "solved", and "repeat"
DEFINE function "bankruptcy" with parameters "wheel", "earnings", and "repeat":
STORE "earnings" as 0
PRINT "Sorry! You've gone bankrupt!"
STORE "repeat" as false
DEFINE function "lose_turn" with parameters "wheel" and "repeat":
PRINT "Sorry! You lost a turn!"
STORE "repeat" as false
DEFINE function "get_letter" with parameter "letter":
PRINT "Guess a letter: "
INPUT and store into "letter"
DEFINE function "check_letter" with parameters "msg", "letter", "char_occurences", "earnings",
and "repeat":
FOR each character in "msg":
check for number of occurences of the letter the user gave
add one to "char_occurences" each time the letter is spotted in "msg"
IF "char_occurences" is 0,
PRINT "There are no <letter>'s in this phrase.
Total: $<earnings>"
STORE "repeat" as false
OTHERWISE,
PRINT "<char_occurences> found.
Total: $<(wheel * char_occurences)
+ earnings>"
STORE "repeat" as false
DEFINE function "reprint_message" with parameters "letter", "msg", and "hidden_msg":
STORE "hidden_msg" as an empty string
FOR each character in "msg":
IF the character equals "letter",
attach the letter to "hidden_msg"
ELSE IF the character is a space,
attach three spaces to "hidden_msg"
OTHERWISE,
attach an underscore and a space to "hidden_msg"
PRINT "hidden_msg"
DEFINE function "check_hidden_message" with parameters "msg", "hidden_msg", "new_msg",
"solved", and "repeat":
STORE "new_msg" as an empty string

FOR each character in "hidden_msg":
IF the character is the same as in "msg",
do nothing
ELSE IF the character is a space,
check if it is followed by two more spaces
IF it is,
attach a space to "new_msg"
ELSE IF the character is an underscore and a space,
attach an underscore to "new_msg"
IF "new_msg" equals "msg",
PRINT "You solved the message!"
STORE "solved" as true
STORE "repeat" as false

DEFINE function "guess_message" with parameters "guess" and "msg":
PRINT "Guess message: "
INPUT and store into "guess"
DEFINE function "check_message" with parameters "guess", "msg", "solved", and "repeat":
IF "guess" equals "msg",
PRINT "You are correct!"
STORE "solved" as true
STORE "repeat" as false
OTHERWISE,
PRINT "You are incorrect!"
STORE "repeat" as false

DEFINE function "buy_vowel" with parameters "earnings", "letter", "msg", "char_occurences",
"hidden_msg", and "repeat":
IF "earnings" is less than 10,
PRINT "You don't have enough funds to buy a vowel!"
OTHERWISE,
STORE "earnings" as itself minus 10
CALL function "get_letter" with argument "letter"
CALL function "check_letter" with arguments "msg", "letter", "char_occurences",
"earnings", and "repeat"
CALL function "reprint_message" with arguments "letter", "msg", and
"hidden_msg"
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DEFINE function "main":
DECLARE int variables "players" and "rounds"
CALL function "get_players" with argument "players"
CALL function "get_rounds" with argument "rounds"
DECLARE string variables "msg", "hidden_msg", and "new_msg"
DECLARE int variables "choice", "wheel", "char_occurences", and "p" and set to 1
DECLARE bool variables "repeat" and store as true and "solved" and store as false
DELARE char variable "letter"
DECLARE string variable "guess"
DECLARE char variable "again" and store as 'Y'
WHILE "again" is 'Y':
DECLARE int variables "p1_earnings", "p2_earnings", "p3_earnings", "p1_total",
"p2_total", and "p3_total"
STORE all player earnings and total variables to 0
FOR the number of rounds chosen in function "get_rounds":
CALL function "get_message" with argument "msg"
CALL function "print_hidden_message" with arguments "msg" and
"hidden_msg"
IF "players" is 1,
CALL function "single_player" with arguments "solved", "repeat",
"choice", "wheel", "p1_earnings", "p1_total", "letter", "msg",
"hidden_msg", "char_occurences", and "guess"
ELSE IF "players" is 2,
CALL function "two_player" with arguments "p", "solved", "repeat",
"choice", "wheel", "p1_earnings", "p2_earnings", "p1_total",
"p2_total", "letter", "msg", "hidden_msg", "char_occurences", and
"guess"
ELSE IF "players" is 3,
CALL function "three_player" with arguments "p", "solved",
"repeat", "choice", "wheel", "p1_earnings", "p2_earnings",
"p3_earnings", "p1_total", "p2_total", "p3_total", "letter", "msg",
"hidden_msg", "char_occurences", and "guess"
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Test Plan

Input Values

Expected Outcomes

1

Spins wheel

a

Checks to see if there are any a’s in the
message

granny apple

Message is solved if correct

32

Infinite loop

Example 3
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In this assignment Wheel of Fortune game, the program will ask how many players are playing
and how many rounds they want to play. There can be 1-3 players playing at a time. At the beginning of
the round, player one is asked if they want to spin, solve the puzzle, or buy a vowel. If they spin and get
a 0, then they go bankrupt. If they get a 1-20 then they get to pick a letter for the puzzle and if that
letter is there than they get the number they spun times the amount of letters there to equal the money
they get. If you spin a 21, you keep your money but lose a turn. You also can lose a turn if you buy a
vowel (costs $10) and there are no vowels or getting it wrong when you try to solve a puzzle. Than its
player two’s turn. The loop keeps going until someone solves the puzzle correctly. The round will end
and it will be game over or you will go to the next round, depending on how many rounds you originally
wanted to play. All your money from the previous round will transfer to the next round.
Test Table:
Input
Enter a 1,2, or 3 to choose if you want to spin,
solve, or buy a vowel

Output
Good output, should run as expected and bring
the user to their choice.

Enter a 0 or 4 to choose your options

Prompts the user to input again since it’s not a
valid option

Enters a -1 to choose options

A negative number is not one of the options,
prompt the user to try again

Enter -1 for amount of players or game rounds

Prompt the user for another input: Try Again!

When solving puzzle or putting in a letter “a-z” or
“A-Z”

The program should run as expected and fill in
the blank with the letter or tell them that their
letter isn’t there

When solving puzzle or putting in a letter as 1

Prompt the user for another input, letters only in
this game

Enters vowel for non-vowel guess

This is invalid because this is a vowel, prompt the
user to Try Again!

Enters non-vowel for a vowel guess

This is invalid because this is not a vowel, so
prompt the user to Try Again!
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Round
1:

•How many rounds?
•How many players?
•Whats the secret message?

Player
1

If (1): a random
number will be
generated
between 0 and
21.
If 0: they go
bankrupt and
its player
two's turn.

Player 2:
Same loop as
player one

Do you want to
spin (1), solve the
puzzle (2), or buy
a vowel (3)?

if between 1
and 20,: they
get to chose a
non-vowel
letter.

If letter is there
then you get to
spin again

If (2): They will get
a chance to type
the letters to the
secret message.

If 21: they
lose a turn
and its
player two's
turn, but
you can
keep your
money

They get it
all right!
They win
the round!

if letter is not
there then its
player two's
turn

Keep going until you
lose a turn or finish
the puzzle



Create a function for each different action happening

They miss a
letter or get a
letter wrong ,
its player
two's turn.

If (3): They will get a
message that they
cant buy a vowel
because they dont
have $10 or they
have $10 and can
buy a vowel
If they enter a
non vowel, Try
Again

If they enter a
vowel and its
there, then
they get
money and
van spin again

If they enter a
vowel thst isnt
there, theu
lose their turn.

Example 4
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Understanding the Problem
I will create a program that simulates Wheel of Fortune where a number is
generated from 0 to 21, where 1-20 is multiplied by the amount of letters the user guessed in the
puzzle and 0 is where the user goes bankrupt, and 21 is where the user loses a turn. The user also
gets to choose if they want to solve the puzzle or if they want to buy a vowel. If the user fails to
guess a non-vowel letter correctly, lands on 0 or 21, they will lose the turn and it will be the next
player’s turn. The user who wins the round keeps the round earnings and adds them to their total
game earnings while the other players lose their round earnings. The person with the most game
earnings wins.
Pseudocode
Start() In a while loop, asks the user to select which mode. Calls either the wheel, guessing or
buying a vowel. Handles up to 3 profiles
Wheel() Generates a random number between 0 and 21 and prints the number spun and amount
earned/lost.
Bank() Handles money and keeps track of the round amount and adds to game amount if the user
won and takes it away if the user lost. Prints money amount.
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Letter_check() Uses ascii checking to check for a valid character and reports back true or false
Guess_check Clears the screen and takes in guess correctly, prints the winner of the round/game
Test Cases
Input
Main Menu

Expected Outcome
1 Spin the wheel
2 Guess the phrase
3 Buy a vowel

Spin

Floats

Continues on as normal

String

Asks the question again
Char Continues on as normal
anything else printed error. Asks again

Vowel

Vowels Continues on as normal
anything else printed error. Asks again

Example 5
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List of functions:
get_message
Inputs- None
Outputs- User picked message + clears screen
get_roundnumber
inputs- None
Outputs- User picked number of rounds as int > 0
get_playernumber
inputs- none
outputs- Number of players between 1 and 3
message_censor
inputs- String to convert non-space characters to underscores for
outpus- string of underscores and spaces
turn_spin
inputs- None
Outputs- Randomly generated number between 0 and 21, that is also printed.
get_guess
input- None
output- Returns a user’s guessed character
Note: Vowels will -10 dollars from round total automatically, and display an error
message if not enough money is there
buy_vowel
input- none
output- user’s guessed vowel
note: Displays an error message for non-vowel guesses
check_guess
inputs- Guessed character, answer string
outputs- number of times the character is found in the answer string, prints this number
guess_check
inputs- answer string, censored string, guess character
outputs- censored string with guess
Note: If guess is not in string, returns argued censored string.
solve_puzzle
inputs- answer string
outputs-True if user’s input string is the same as the answer string, ignoring capitals.
turn_choice
input-none
outputs- Prints “Do you want to spin (1), solve the puzzle (2), or buy a vowel (3): ”,
returns user’s input if between 1 and 3
turn_sim
inputs- turn player’s number
outputs- unsigned integer amount to increase player’s total earnings by

Note- should infinitely loop calling turn_choice, then based on the input, 1=turn_spin, 63
2=solve_puzzle, 3=buy_vowel. Breaks on a spin of 0 or 21, and on solving the puzzle.
main
inputs-none
outputs-0
 Run get_roundnumber and get_playernumbers, store them each as a variable
 Loop a number of times = to get_roundnumber’s return
o Each loop runs get_message, then repeatedly loops turn_sim
incrementing playernumber argument between min and max until the
puzzle is solved. The return of turn_sim should be added to the player’s
total earned.
o Prints each player’s total money

